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Abstract
Current shared-memory hardware is complex and ineffi-
cient. Prior work on the DeNovo coherence protocol showed
that disciplined shared-memory programming models can
enable more complexity-, performance-, and energy-efficient
hardware than the state-of-the-art MESI protocol. DeN-
ovo, however, severely restricted the synchronization con-
structs an application can support. This paper proposes De-
NovoSync, a technique to support arbitrary synchronization
in DeNovo. The key challenge is that DeNovo exploits race-
freedom to use reader-initiated local self-invalidations (in-
stead of conventional writer-initiated remote cache invalida-
tions) to ensure coherence. Synchronization accesses are in-
herently racy and not directly amenable to self-invalidations.
DeNovoSync addresses this challenge using a novel combi-
nation of registration of all synchronization reads with a
judicious hardware backoff to limit unnecessary registra-
tions. For a wide variety of synchronization constructs and
applications, compared to MESI, DeNovoSync shows com-
parable or up to 22% lower execution time and up to 58%
lower network traffic, enabling DeNovo’s advantages for a
much broader class of software than previously possible.

1. Introduction
Both software and hardware in today’s multicore systems
face a major challenge in efficiently exploiting parallelism.
Shared-memory remains a popular programming model due
to its global address space, but it is unfortunately plagued
with complexities arising from undisciplined programming
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practices; e.g., data races, unstructured parallelism with im-
plicit side-effects, and unstructured non-determinism. Such
“wild” shared memory behavior undermines the efficiencies
that can be achieved through parallelism. It makes it difficult
to test and maintain software as well as complicates hard-
ware, preventing energy-efficient scaling.

Recently, there has been active research in exploiting in-
formation about memory accesses to improve the complex-
ity and performance of hardware coherence and consistency
[10, 11, 32, 35]. Specifically, the DeNovo project [10, 21,
35, 36] showed that hardware coherence can be simpler and
more efficient if shared-memory programs are more “dis-
ciplined;” i.e., if parallelism is explicitly requested through
structured parallel constructs with memory side-effects stat-
ically or dynamically identified. DeNovo eliminates direc-
tory storage for sharer lists, writer-initiated invalidation traf-
fic, false sharing, and protocol transient states. Compared to
the state-of-the-art MESI protocol, DeNovo offers a more
complexity-, performance-, and energy-efficient solution.

DeNovo has primarily focused on supporting data ac-
cesses, assuming restricted forms of synchronization (global
barriers for determinism in the original DeNovo [10] and
disciplined locks for safe non-determinism in the later DeN-
ovoND [35]) supported with special hardware support. For
DeNovo to be widely adopted, however, it must relax its
software requirements and support programs with arbitrary
synchronization without expensive hardware support. This
paper proposes DeNovoSync, an extension to DeNovo that
supports programs with arbitrary synchronization without
sacrificing DeNovo’s benefits.

The primary insight behind DeNovo’s efficiency is that
for data-race-free programs with restricted synchronization,
it is possible to determine statically (for deterministic pro-
grams) or dynamically (for disciplined non-deterministic
programs) which memory locations are protected by the
allowed forms of synchronization. DeNovo uses software-
initiated self-invalidation instructions at the reader’s cache to
invalidate stale cached data in lieu of writer-initiated invali-
dations in traditional coherence protocols (e.g., MESI). This
enables DeNovo to eliminate the overhead of sharers lists
in directories, useless invalidation and ack messages, and
protocol complexities due to myriad transient states caused
from protocol races.



The challenge with synchronization accesses is that they
are inherently “racy” and depend on writer-initiated inval-
idation for a reader to see a new value. DeNovo’s use of
reader-initiated self-invalidations worked well for race-free
data, where appropriate self-invalidations (to known write-
able regions) at synchronization points ensured that a data
read would see any newly written value (which would be
written before the synchronization). Racy synchronization
accesses, however, do not have any a priori knowledge of
when a value may be updated. DeNovoND solved this prob-
lem for well-structured locks by building special hardware
for such locks [35]; however, it is unclear how such a custom
approach could be used for arbitrary synchronization. To our
knowledge, no previous systems without writer-initiated in-
validations allow caching of synchronization variables for
arbitrary synchronization constructs We could revert back to
writer-initiated self-invalidations with directories for sharers
lists only for synchronization variables, but this would elim-
inate the simplicity advantage of DeNovo.

This paper proposes DeNovoSync, a simple and efficient
mechanism to support racy synchronization accesses on
DeNovo, without impacting any of DeNovo’s advantages.
Specifically, we do not require adding any new states to the
protocol and retain the properties of no writer-initiated in-
validations and no sharers lists.

Our implementation is derived from a careful study of
various common synchronization patterns and non-blocking
data structures. We use sequential consistency as the cor-
rectness semantics for synchronization. From the conditions
required for such semantics and the behavior of synchro-
nization, we propose a single-reader constraint for such ac-
cesses, requiring synchronization reads to the same location
to be serialized by registering for ownership. DeNovo al-
ready provides a single writer constraint requiring write se-
rialization. Adding read serialization ensures that synchro-
nization reads always get up-to-date values without writer-
initiated invalidations. This already provides reasonable per-
formance, but in some cases, incurs excessive read traffic un-
der high read-sharing contention. Inspired by software back-
off based algorithms, we judiciously integrate a hardware-
backoff to reduce contention. We call the resulting protocols
DeNovoSync0 (no backoff) and DeNovoSync.

Although our focus is on synchronization, we must pro-
vide a way to ensure data consistency as well. If there is no
further information available from the program, we can sim-
ply self-invalidate all cached data (or shared writeable data)
at a synchronization acquire, similar to the method used
in [32]. With more information, we can perform selective
self-invalidations as in DeNovo (using purely software infor-
mation) or DeNovoND (using hardware signatures). Since
our focus is on synchronization, we assume that we have
software information similar to DeNovo to determine which
data to self-invalidate at a synchronization acquire.

We compare DeNovoSync0 and DeNovoSync with a
state-of-the-art MESI implementation for 24 synchroniza-
tion kernels on 16 and 64 cores and for 13 applications on
64 cores (2 on 16 cores). For the kernels, for all but four

out of the 48 cases studied, DeNovoSync shows comparable
or lower execution time (22% lower on average) and lower
network traffic (58% lower on average), which can be trans-
lated into energy savings. For larger applications where data
accesses prevail, for all but one application, DeNovoSync
provides comparable execution time (4% lower on average)
and lower traffic (24% lower on average).

To our knowledge, this is the first work to show an ef-
ficient implementation of such a variety of synchronization
patterns for a coherence protocol that does not rely on writer-
initiated invalidations. The paper takes a large step in broad-
ening the software that can enjoy the advantages of DeNovo
and presenting DeNovo hardware as a complete and com-
prehensive software-aware hardware coherence solution.

2. Background
This section describes how disciplined programming lan-
guages drove the design of the previous DeNovo systems [10,
35]. We focus on the original DeNovo system for determin-
istic programs [10] since it covers most of the relevant con-
cepts. We emphasize that DeNovoSync does not impose the
software constraints in this section.

2.1 Software Assumptions for Original DeNovo [10]
Most disciplined programming models use some form of
metadata about program structures and memory access pat-
terns to prove certain desirable properties of programs. De-
Novo used information in the Deterministic Parallel Java
(DPJ) language [7, 8], as an example driver of the approach.
(DeNovoSync does not assume DPJ.)

DPJ is an extension to Java that enforces deterministic-
by-default semantics via compile-time type checking. DPJ
provides (1) structured parallel constructs of foreach and
cobegin supporting nested fork-join parallelism, and (2) a
type and effect system for programmers to safely express
common access patterns in object-oriented programs. Pro-
grammers assign a “region” to memory locations and anno-
tate a method with “effects” summarizing the regions read
and written by the method. The compiler uses this infor-
mation to (1) type-check operations in the region type sys-
tem and (2) ensure that no two parallel tasks conflict. With
the above constraints, DPJ provides strong safety guarantees
such as data-race-freedom and determinism.

2.2 Previous DeNovo Systems
DeNovo [10] divided the coherence problem for “data ac-
cesses” into two parts:
(1) No stale data: A read should never see stale data in its

private cache(s).

(2) Locatable up-to-date data: When a read misses in its
private cache(s), it should know where to get an up-to-
date copy.
For (1), DeNovo uses DPJ-provided information on re-

gions that could be potentially written in a parallel phase
(each DPJ parallel construct forms a phase, with an implicit
barrier at the join). DeNovo issues compiler-inserted self-
invalidations for all writeable regions in the previous phase



at phase boundaries, so that reads in subsequent phases can-
not see stale data. (This requires the cache to store region
information as described in [10].)

For (2), DeNovo uses a structure called the registry to
keep track of one up-to-date copy of each cache line. This is
analogous to a conventional directory, but unlike the latter,
it does not track all sharers of a cache line (eliminating a
source of unscalability). With systems with a shared last-
level cache (LLC), the data bank of the cache doubles as the
registry, storing either the data or a pointer to it (the core ID
that last registered to write the data).

Thus, the DeNovo protocol has three states – Registered,
Valid, and Invalid. These are analogous to the M, S, and
I states in an MSI protocol. The key difference is that a
real MSI implementation has numerous additional transient
states to deal with races while DeNovo implementations
have exactly three states (because there are no data races).

The key aspects of the protocol’s operation are as fol-
lows (assuming a two level cache hierarchy without loss of
generality) [10]. A read hits in the L1 if the line is Valid
or Registered. A read miss request goes to the registry (the
shared L2) and either finds the data there or a pointer to the
L1 that contains the data in Registered state. In the latter
case, the request is routed to the registered data for service.
A write to data in Registered state at the L1 updates the data.
A write to data in Valid or Invalid state at the L1 immedi-
ately transitions the data to Registered and updates it (no
transient states) and generates a registration request. If the
data is not registered elsewhere, the L2 immediately reg-
isters it and sends an acknowledgment. Otherwise, the L2
records the new registration and forwards the request to the
previously registered core to relinquish its registration.

DeNovoND [35, 36] extended DeNovo to support disci-
plined non-deterministic data accesses using (i) dynamic ac-
cess signatures to determine what data to self-invalidate at a
synchronization point and (ii) a queue-based hardware im-
plementation for locks. In this paper, we seek simple imple-
mentations for arbitrary synchronization patterns and lever-
age the original DeNovo style static self-invalidations for
data consistency.

DeNovo [10] provides the following advantages: (1)
There are no transient states and so it is much easier to verify
and extend (incorporating optimizations did not introduce
any protocol state changes) than MESI [10, 21]. (2) DeNovo
does not rely on writer-initiated invalidations; it therefore
eliminates invalidation message traffic and does not require
storage overhead for sharer lists in directories, removing
a key source of unscalability. (3) DeNovo keeps coherence
state at the granularity at which data is shared and so does not
suffer from false sharing (the added state overhead is much
less than the reduced directory state). Overall, compared to
MESI, DeNovo is much simpler, performs comparably or
better than MESI, and is more energy-efficient (since it re-
duces cache misses and network traffic). However, so far its
efficacy has only been demonstrated for deterministic codes
and codes with disciplined lock-based non-determinism.

3. Software Assumptions for DeNovoSync
As we extend DeNovo to support broader classes of applica-
tions, we relax our assumptions about disciplined software.
We assume the following software properties, which are al-
ready enforced by most modern programming languages: (1)
Software obeys the standard data-race-free memory model
adopted by C++, Java, and other languages [9, 26] that de-
fine sequentially consistent semantics for data-race-free pro-
grams. (2) Software distinguishes between synchronization
and data accesses (also part of the requirement of data-race-
free). Mainstream languages all require this; e.g., program-
mers are required to use volatile (Java) or atomic (C++) dec-
larations for synchronization variables [9, 26]. We assume
this distinction is conveyed to the hardware as well.

DeNovoSync can run any applications that obey the
above requirements. However, data consistency performance
is improved with more information. Without further infor-
mation, DeNovoSync will work correctly by invalidating
all (shared, writable) data that is not registered in a core’s
cache at an acquire synchronization. However, with more
information at acquires, these invalidations can be selective,
possibly yielding better performance. This information may
be in the form of compiler-specified shared writeable regions
that are synchronized by the acquire (as in DeNovo [10]) or
it may be generated dynamically through hardware signa-
tures (as in DeNovoND [35]). In this paper, we assume the
program provides static regions that need to be invalidated
at an acquire. Although determining this information may
be difficult in the general case,1 for the programs we ex-
amined, it was generally easy to identify because most of
them were written in a disciplined manner using high-level
parallel constructs that made clear which data was being
protected by which synchronization. We leave the question
of how to (semi-)automatically (statically or dynamically)
deduce such information in the general case to future work.

4. Protocols for Synchronization Accesses
Our focus here is on correctly implementing synchroniza-
tion accesses; i.e., accesses involved in a race [1]. We as-
sume the correctness criteria for synchronization is sequen-
tial consistency, the strongest hardware-level guarantee pos-
sible. Translating this to high-level safety properties when
such synchronization constructs are used in the context of
otherwise disciplined code is outside the scope of this work.
Without loss of generality, we assume below that there is
a two level cache hierarchy with private L1 caches and a
shared L2 cache.

1 To determine which region needs to be invalidated at an acquire more
formally, we use the standard happens-before definition [1]. If X is the last
conflicting write ordered before a read Y by happens-before, then either
(1) X must be program ordered before Y, or (2) there must be an acquire
A program ordered before Y such that X happens-before A and there is a
self-invalidation for the region of X (which is the same as the region of Y)
between A and Y. This ensures that Y never sees a “stale” value. (Note that
a self-invalidation only affects non-registered data in the cache; registered
data stays in the cache across synchronization boundaries.)



4.1 The DeNovoSync0 Protocol
The following conditions are sufficient for sequential con-
sistency of synchronization accesses [1]:

• Write propagation: A write is eventually visible to all
cores.

• Write atomicity: A write is not made visible to a read
until it is visible to all cores.

• Write serialization: Writes to the same synchronization
location are serialized (i.e., seen by all cores in the same
order).

• Program order: A synchronization access must not be is-
sued until the previous (by program order) synchroniza-
tion access completes (i.e., a write is visible to all cores
and a read returns its value).

We next describe how we modify the DeNovo proto-
col [10] to satisfy the above conditions.
Write propagation: Since we do not have writer-initiated
invalidations, a synchronization read to a word in valid state
will never see a new write. To ensure the write propagation
condition, we need to perform periodic self-invalidation for
such reads so that they miss and go to the last level cache and
see the values of any newly registered writes. DeNovoSync0
always performs such a self-invalidation for synchronization
reads to valid state; i.e., unless the word is in registered state,
a synchronization read always incurs a miss.
Write atomicity: For write atomicity, DeNovoSync0 sim-
ply uses a single-reader protocol for synchronization (at the
word granularity, which is the coherence granularity for De-
Novo). Thus, a synchronization read is always required to
register itself at the LLC and only one read can be registered
at a time. Read registration produces read-read “races” in
the protocol, which we discuss further below. Since all syn-
chronization reads seek registration, once a synchronization
write is visible to a synchronization read, no later read can
see an older value. This ensures write atomicity.
Write serialization: DeNovo already provides write seri-
alization by requiring writes to be registered and allowing
only a single registered write to a given location. However,
with synchronization, we can have write-write races, which
the baseline DeNovo protocol did not have to handle. This is
discussed below.
Program order: The program order requirement is easily
met by not issuing a synchronization access until the previ-
ous synchronization access (by program order) is complete
(i.e., registered).
Handling races: The baseline DeNovo protocol is built on
the assumption of race-freedom; i.e., there are no concur-
rent conflicting accesses to the same location at any time.
Specifically, when a registration request reaches the LLC in
registered state, the LLC immediately updates the current
registrant in its registry and forwards the new request to the
previous registrant – the previous registrant invalidates itself
and sends an ack to the new registrant without any need to
inform the directory. In contrast, many MESI protocols (in-
cluding the one we study) implement a blocking transaction

!
void!queue.enqueue(value!v):!
!!!!node!*pw!:=!new!node(v,!null)!
!!!!ptr!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!!!!!pt!:=!tail!
!!!!!!!!pn!:=!pt7>next!
!!!!!!!!if!pt!==!tail!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn!==!null!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!(CAS(&pt(>next,.pn,.pw))!!

! !!!!!break;!
!!!!!!!!!!!!else!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn).
!!!.CAS(&tail,.pt,.pw)!
!
!

(1)!
(2)!
(3)!
(4)!
(5)!
!
(6)!
(7)!
!

value!queue.dequeue():!
!!!!ptr!ph,!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!ph!:=!head!!
!!!!pt!:=!tail!!
!!!!pn!:=!ph7>next!
!!!!if!ph!==!head!!
!!!!!!!!if!ph.p!==!pt.p!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn.p!==!null!return!<failure>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn)..
!!!!!!!!else!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!rtn!:=!pn7>val!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!CAS(&head,.ph,.pn).break!!
!!!!free!for!reuse(ph)!!
!!!!return!rtn!

(a) enqueue().

!
void!queue.enqueue(value!v):!
!!!!node!*pw!:=!new!node(v,!null)!
!!!!ptr!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!!!!!pt!:=!tail!
!!!!!!!!pn!:=!pt7>next!
!!!!!!!!if!pt!==!tail!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn!==!null!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!(CAS(&pt(>next,.pn,.pw))!!

! !!!!!break;!
!!!!!!!!!!!!else!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn).
!!!.CAS(&tail,.pt,.pw)!
!
!

(1)!
(2)!
(3)!
(4)!
(5)!
!
(6)!
(7)!
!

value!queue.dequeue():!
!!!!ptr!ph,!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!ph!:=!head!!
!!!!pt!:=!tail!!
!!!!pn!:=!ph7>next!
!!!!if!ph!==!head!!
!!!!!!!!if!ph.p!==!pt.p!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn.p!==!null!return!<failure>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn)..
!!!!!!!!else!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!rtn!:=!pn7>val!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!CAS(&head,.ph,.pn).break!!
!!!!free!for!reuse(ph)!!
!!!!return!rtn!

(b) dequeue().

Figure 1: Pseudo code for Michael-Scott Queue.

where the directory serves as the intermediary for transfer-
ring the ownership from the previous to the new owner – un-
til the full transaction is completed (with all invalidation acks
collected), the directory does not service any new requests to
that line to avoid even more complex transient states.

We continue to maintain a non-blocking registry; i.e., the
registry (LLC) forwards a new registration request to the
previous registrant and continues to service other requests
to the same word (including forwarding new registrations).
This can result in an L1 cache receiving a forwarded regis-
tration request before it receives an ack for its own registra-
tion request by a remote L1. This is indicated by the word
being in invalid state – the forwarded registration is simply
stored in the MSHR entry of the pending registration. When
the pending registration’s ack arrives, the cache services the
stored request in its MSHR, forwarding the registration ack
(or data for a read) to the requesting core (keeping itself in-
valid). Thus, instead of serializing registrations at the LLC,
we build a queue distributed among the L1 caches with pend-
ing registrations (similar to [12, 13, 34]). 2

Summary and Example: In summary, the DeNovoSync0
protocol effectively treats a synchronization read like a read-
modify-write (RMW), requiring registration. It does not add
any new states to the protocol and requires only a few small
changes to the actions on state transitions to accommodate
registration request races.

To illustrate the working of the protocol, we apply it to an
example. Figure 1 (adapted from [33]) shows pseudo-code
for the enqueue and dequeue functions for the Michael-Scott
queue [28]. Figure 2 shows two concurrent threads executing
the enqueue function with MESI (part (a)), DeNovoSync0
(part (b)), and DeNovoSync (part (c), to be discussed later)
protocols. We focus on the two synchronization variables,
tail and tail->next here. All solid arrows represent le-
gitimate invalidation of stale copy or ownership transfer by
R-W and W-W races respectively on MESI and DeNovo,
while dashed arrows indicate invalidation caused by read
registration on false races (R-R and W-R races) for DeN-
ovo. Rippled lines connect a read hit and a read/write that
brought in the value. Rounded and rectangular boxes indi-

2 We did not implement a non-blocking directory for MESI because of the
much higher complexity. Exploring its potential impact on performance is
part of future work.



(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$

(4)$if$n$==$null$
$$$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
--------------$2nd$itera@on$------------$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$

(1)$t$:=$tail$

(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$

$
$
$
$
$

$

(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

HIT$

(e)$

(f)$

(g)$

MISS$

W-W$race,$R-W$race$ local$cache$hit$Invalida@on$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

HIT$

HIT$

HIT$

(a) MESI.

(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$

(4)$if$n$==$null$
$$$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
-----------$2nd$itera@on$-------------$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$

(1)$t$:=$tail$

(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$

$

$
$

(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

HIT$

HIT$

(a)$

(b)$

(c)$

(d)$

(e)$

(f)$

(g)$

R-R$race,$W-R$races$ W-W$race,$R-W$race$local$cache$hit$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

MISS$

HIT$

(b) DeNovoSync0.

(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$

(1)$t$:=$tail$
$$$$$$$$(2)$n$:=$t->next$

(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$

-------------$2nd$iteraAon$------------$

MISS$

HIT$

MISS$

MISS$

(a)$

HIT$

backoff$
delay$

(b)$

(c)$

R-R$race,$W-R$races$ W-W$race,$R-W$race$local$cache$hit$

MISS$

MISS$
HIT$ MISS$

(c) DeNovoSync.

Figure 2: Example interleavings for enqueue() of Michael-
Scott queue on MESI, DeNovoSync0, and DeNovoSync.

cate whether memory accesses to tail and tail->next in
each line respectively result in a cache hit or miss.

Figures 2a and 2b show the following key differences
between MESI and DeNovoSync0:

• False R-R and W-R races (edges (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g)
in Figure 2b) trigger registration transfer and unneces-
sary invalidation of unchanged values for DeNovoSync0,
while MESI does not incur any inter-thread communi-
cation for read accesses once valid copies are cached.
These conservative invalidations on DeNovoSync0 cause
the additional read misses in line 1 of the second iteration
on thread 1 and line 3 on thread 2 relative to MESI.

• Rippled lines in Figure 2b show synchronization read/write
hits enabled by earlier writes and read registrations by
DeNovoSync0. Without an intervening read/write, thread
1 can safely re-read a valid copy of tail in line (3) and
(2) of the second iteration in Registered state (similar to
MESI). In addition, on thread 2, the rippled line from
line (2) to (5) enables a write hit for DeNovoSync0 as

tail->next is brought in Registered state in line (2).
MESI, on the other hand, incurs a write miss on line (5).

Overall, compared to MESI, DeNovoSync0’s read regis-
trations suffer from two extra read misses but save a future
write miss. Section 6 qualitatively analyzes the net impact.

4.2 The DeNovoSync Protocol
DeNovoSync0 is a reasonable solution for certain scenar-
ios; e.g., with a single producer and consumer. However, in
many scenarios, requiring all synchronization reads to regis-
ter results in unnecessary misses. Specifically, with multiple
waiting consumers, the synchronization data will ping-pong
between the readers unnecessarily even while there is no in-
tervening write.

The DeNovoSync protocol continues to require registra-
tion on synchronization reads, but attempts to delay such
registration requests (in hardware) based on the perceived
contention in the system. It is inspired by the idea of software
backoff in conventional synchronization mechanisms [2].
Hardware backoff shares with software backoff the main
goal of reducing contention in the system by delaying syn-
chronization attempts. However, hardware backoff imple-
ments more fine-grained contention control than software
backoff. Efficient, finer-granularity backoff is critical for
many scenarios. For example, for non-blocking synchroniza-
tion (e.g., the Michael-Scott queue described earlier), there
are often several synchronization reads in succession and it
is not reasonable to insert a software backoff before each of
them. We therefore enhance the use and scope of conven-
tional software backoff with a hardware backoff mechanism
that adaptively delays synchronization reads to a location in
non-registered state as follows.

4.2.1 Backoff Counter
DeNovoSync uses one hardware backoff counter per core to
delay the core’s synchronization read misses (i.e., reads to
non-registered state). The size of the counter determines the
maximum backoff cycles and should be determined by the
system configuration; e.g., the number of cores, average miss
latency, and network characteristics. The backoff counter
logic performs the following operations.
Update counter: The backoff cycles value stored in the
counter should adapt to the contention in the system. Our de-
sign uses remote synchronization read requests coming into
a core as a symptom of system contention. On receiving a re-
mote synchronization read request, a core downgrades from
Registered to Valid state, sends a response to the remote
requester, and increments the backoff counter. The incre-
ment is determined by a separate counter described in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. The next time the core issues a synchronization
read request to a value in Valid state, it stalls for the number
of cycles indicated in the updated counter, delaying the issue
of the synchronization read miss request. A synchronization
variable in Valid state is not considered a usable valid copy.
We simply reuse the state to differentiate from initial reads
to Invalid state and trigger backoff delay. A synchronization
read request to a value in Registered state will be a read hit



and will not trigger backoff. When the counter overflows, it
wraps around to zero.
Reset counter: The backoff counter is reset on a synchro-
nization read to registered state (i.e., a read or RMW hit).
Such a hit means that no other core intervened between the
core’s last access and the current access to the accessed loca-
tion. We translate this as a low-contention status and do not
delay subsequent requests.
Wakeup from backoff: When the backoff delay expires,
it unstalls the core and issues the delayed synchronization
read request. Since backoff delay is triggered only when the
accessed location is in non-registered state, the core ignores
any cached copy and issues a miss.

4.2.2 Increment Counter
The backoff counter efficiently adapts to changing con-
tention levels in the system by increasing its value on a
remote synchronization read registration request. However,
a fixed increment value may not be flexible enough to han-
dle both extremely low and extremely high contention. If
the increment is fixed too low, the backoff counter may not
climb fast enough to reduce unnecessary read registration
requests under high contention. On the other hand, the in-
crement of a large value may cause unnecessarily long stalls
under low contention. Therefore, we introduce another level
of adaptivity for the increment counter.
Update Increment: Again, we use the number of incoming
remote synchronization read registration requests to indicate
the contention level and update the increment counter ac-
cordingly. The size of the increment and the frequency of
update should be determined by considering the system con-
figuration. We found that the number of cores is a good indi-
cator. For example, the increment counter is increased by the
default increment value on receiving every 16th remote syn-
chronization read registration request for the 16-core system
evaluated in the paper (64th request for the 64-core system).
The updated increment counter is then used to increase the
backoff counter for the next remote read registration request.
Reset Increment: The increment counter is reset to a de-
fault value on a release. A release indicates the successful
completion of a synchronization construct and the reset pre-
pares the core to adapt for the next synchronization.

4.2.3 Example
Figure 2c shows how the Michael-Scott enqueue() func-
tion results in a different number of misses for the DeN-
ovoSync0 and DeNovoSync systems. On the R-R race (a),
the Registered copy of tail at thread 2 is downgraded to
Valid state and the backoff counter is updated. When the
thread tries to read tail->next in line (2), it recognizes the
backoff counter is non-zero and starts the delay (assuming
tail->next is in Valid state).

While the read of tail->next is being delayed on thread
2, thread 1 can proceed with its read and write of tail and
tail->next. As a result, thread 1 can escape the loop in one
iteration. Depending on when thread 2 wakes up, it may or
may not fail the test in line (3). Compared to DeNovoSync0
in Figure 2b, DeNovoSync can save three misses in thread

# of cores 16 cores 64 cores
Core frequency 2 GHz

L1 data cache (private) 32KB, 64 bytes line

L2 (shared, NUCA) 4MB, 16 banks 8 MB, 64 banks
64 bytes line

Memory 4GB, 4 on-chip controllers
L1 hit latency 1 cycle
L2 hit latency 28 to 68 cycles 28 to 140 cycles

Remote L1 hit latency 37 to 97 cycles 37 to 205 cycles
Memory hit latency 197 to 277 cycles 197 to 421 cycles
Network parameters 2D mesh, 16 bit flits

Table 1: Simulated system parameters.

1 – line (5) in the first iteration and (1) and (3) in the
second iteration, allowing thread 1 to finish early. As will be
seen in Section 7, DeNovoSync quickly adapts to different
levels of contention in the system. Especially under high
contention, contending cores can save on numerous read and
write misses that are doomed to fail and repeat.

4.2.4 Protocol States
We still have only three protocol states for DeNovoSync/0
(meaning “both DeNovoSync0 and DeNovoSync” from now
on): Invalid, Valid and Registered. When the word is Invalid
or not present in the private cache, both reads and writes re-
quest registration and bring the address in Registered state.
When the word is Registered, both reads and writes hit in
the cache. While DeNovoSync0 makes the same transitions
for Invalid and Valid state for all synchronization requests,
DeNovoSync uses Valid state to trigger backoff on a syn-
chronization read request. To this end, DeNovoSync distin-
guishes synchronization read and synchronization write re-
quests and handles them differently in the protocol – syn-
chronization write requests will be immediately issued in
Invalid/Valid states while synchronization read requests may
be delayed based on the backoff counter value.

5. Evaluation Methodology
5.1 Simulation Environment
For our evaluation, we use the Wind River Simics [25] full-
system functional simulator to drive the Wisconsin GEMS
detailed memory timing simulator [27] that we modified to
implement our protocols. We also use the Princeton Gar-
net [3] interconnection network simulator to model network
communication. To keep simulation times reasonable, as
is common practice, we employ a simple, single-issue, in-
order core model with blocking loads and 1 CPI for all non-
memory instructions. We assume 1 CPI for all instructions
executed inside the OS. We model 16 and 64 core systems.
Table 1 shows the key parameters of our simulated systems.

5.2 Simulated Systems
We evaluated the following systems:

• MESI: We used the GEMS implementation of the MESI
protocol [27], modified to support non-blocking writes
for a fair comparison with DeNovo (where writes are
non-blocking by default).

• DeNovoSync0: DeNovoSync0 implements the protocol
as described in Section 4.1.



• DeNovoSync: DeNovoSync enhances DeNovoSync0
with the hardware backoff mechanism from Section 4.2,
using the following parameters: 9-bit backoff counter
with 1-cycle default increment for 16 cores and 12-bit
backoff counter with 64-cycle default increment for 64
cores.

5.3 Workloads
We study several synchronization kernels as well as appli-
cations from standard benchmark suites. The kernels allow
analyzing the new protocols in detail and showing that they
can efficiently support a large variety of synchronization pat-
terns. The applications are dominated by data accesses, but
show that DeNovo can fully support common workloads.

5.3.1 Synchronization Kernels
We evaluated 24 synchronization kernels covering several
lock-based concurrent data structures, non-blocking data
structures, and barriers.

For lock-based structures, we adapted 5 kernels from [29]:
single-lock queue, double-lock queue, stack, heap, and
counter. The original kernels in [29] used Test-and-Test-
and-Set (TATAS) locks. We also evaluated them using the
more efficient array/list based queuing locks [4]. The critical
sections of most of the above kernels have a small num-
ber of data accesses for one or two shared variables (e.g.,
pointers to queue head/tail or stack top) which allows us to
isolate protocol behaviors for synchronization accesses. To
cover a larger space, we also wrote a small kernel, large
CS, with larger critical sections of fixed length, again both
with TATAS and array locks. We did not use software back-
off for any of the above kernels because our preliminary
experiments with TATAS based kernels showed increased
benefit of DeNovo over MESI for software backoff (further
discussed in Section 7.1.1).

For non-blocking data structures, we adapted 6 kernels
from [29]: Michael-Scott queue, PLJ queue, Treiber stack,
Herlihy stack, Herlihy heap, and FAI counter. Each kernel
has a software exponential delay in the range of [128, 2048)
cycles to backoff after a failed attempt.

For barriers, we evaluated a static binary tree barrier,
a static tree barrier with non-binary fan-in of 4 and fan-
out of 2, and a centralized sense-reversing barrier derived
from pseudo codes in [33]. To examine how the variance
in the amount of parallel work between barriers can affect
barrier performance, we evaluated a load-balanced and an
unbalanced version for each barrier.

As mentioned, we insert region-based static self-invalidation
instructions for data consistency. We ran 100 iterations of
each kernel (1,000 for FAI counter due to its very small
size) with dummy computations in between to spread out
iterations. In each iteration, a queue, stack, or a heap ker-
nel executes one insertion and one retrieval (or deletion)
function call for one entry to/from the shared data structure,
a counter kernel performs a single increment, and a barrier
kernel executes two barrier instances around dummy compu-
tation. The length of the dummy computations is randomly
chosen in the range of [1400, 1800) cycles for 16 cores and

SPLASH-2 Input PARSEC Input
FFT m16 fluidanimate sim small
LU n256 blackscholes sim medium
barnes 8192 swaptions sim small
radix 524288 canneal sim small
water 512 ferret sim small
ocean 258 x264 sim medium

bodytrack sim medium

Table 2: Benchmark inputs.

[6200, 6600) cycles for 64 cores, except that the unbalanced
versions of barriers use [400, 2800) cycles for 16 cores and
[1600, 11,200) cycles for 64 cores.

5.3.2 Benchmarks
We evaluated 13 benchmarks from SPLASH-2 [37] and
PARSEC 3.1 benchmark suites [6]. Table 2 shows the bench-
marks and their input parameters. The benchmarks are cho-
sen to represent programs with different synchronization
patterns including locks, barriers, producer-consumer syn-
chronization (pipeline parallelism), and aggressive lock-free
synchronization. We show results with 64 cores for all ex-
cept two benchmarks. Results for ferret and x264 are for
16 cores because the simulation inputs provided do not fully
utilize 64 cores concurrently. In all cases, we inserted region-
based static self-invalidation instructions, both in the appli-
cation code and in the POSIX thread library synchronization
routines that were used.

6. Qualitative Analysis
This section qualitatively analyzes the performance of the
different synchronization mechanisms on MESI and DeN-
ovoSync/0, using the notion of linearization points [14].
Commonly used synchronization objects are linearizable;
i.e., the operations on the object appear to occur in some
total order that is consistent with the program order in each
thread and also with any ordering observable by threads [33].
With linearizable synchronization objects, we can typically
identify a linearization point within each method whose or-
dering determines the ordering of the method itself. To re-
peat on a synchronization failure, the linearization point for
acquire synchronization is usually enclosed in a loop. This
loop often includes synchronization accesses that are not lin-
earization points; i.e., accesses that do not determine if an
attempt is successful. For example, the first Test part of Test-
and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) or equality checks before the fi-
nal CAS instruction in non-blocking algorithms do access
the shared synchronization object in the same loop, but their
purpose is only to filter unsuccessful attempts early before
reaching the linearization point.

To systematically understand protocol overheads for each
synchronization mechanism, we divide the overheads into
two parts: (1) Linearization cost is the cost to execute the
instruction at the linearization point, including all coherence
activities involved. (2) Pre-linearization cost is the cost of
executing all the other synchronization accesses in the syn-
chronization loop. Note that the coherence overhead for data
accesses protected by these synchronizations may vary be-
tween the protocols, further affecting synchronization cost;



e.g., by changing contention. Further, DeNovo may inher-
ently see lower traffic because it has word-based coherence
state and does not transfer locations in a cache line known
to be invalid. Since these overheads are orthogonal to the
synchronization focus of this paper, we do not discuss them
here, but they do affect our results in Section 7.

6.1 Locks
Atomicity synchronization ensures that a sequence of in-
structions executes as a single, indivisible unit [33], and its
most common form is a lock. Here we explore the commonly
used single variable based Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS)
lock as well as the distributed array (or list) lock.

6.1.1 TATAS Locks
For individual TATAS lock acquire and release, we identify
their linearization points at a successful Test-and-Set instruc-
tion for acquire, and the release write of a lock for release.
Linearization cost: When there are no or only two com-
peting cores, the linearization cost for MESI and DeNovo
is simply a two-hop or three-hop write miss acquiring the
Modified (Registered) state from the shared LLC or the other
core’s cache respectively. As the number of contending cores
increases, MESI is expected to have increasingly high lin-
earization cost, since invalidating all cached copies increases
the release write latency for the lock. While the release write
may be overlapped with subsequent instructions at the re-
leasing core, its latency is on the critical path of the next ac-
quirer; the release write will be made visible to the next ac-
quirer only after invalidations are complete for all cores (to
ensure the write atomicity requirement for sequential consis-
tency). In terms of network traffic, MESI incurs increasingly
high network traffic for invalidation and acknowledgment
messages. On the other hand, DeNovoSync/0 has no invali-
dation message overheads and only needs point-to-point reg-
istration transfer. Thus, DeNovo’s linearization cost is ex-
pected to be independent of the number of competing cores
and generally lower than MESI’s.
Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization cost occurs only
for acquires and consists of reads that perform preliminary
checks to determine if it is worth proceeding to the lineariza-
tion point. For MESI, waiting cores efficiently spin on a
cached copy, incurring read misses only after the lock is
released. For DeNovo, every synchronization read incurs a
miss, unless the lock is Registered. Since registration can
be revoked by remote synchronization reads, read misses by
such false R-R races can be a source of performance inef-
ficiencies for DeNovo. However, unless critical sections are
very long, the percentage of false races relative to the total
registration transfers will not be high since writes (CAS ac-
quire and write release) by a winning core will frequently
intervene between pre-linearization reads (which will trig-
ger legitimate registration transfer). If critical sections are
long and there are multiple waiting cores, DeNovoSync0
will suffer excessive ping-ponging of registrations between
these cores, but DeNovoSync is expected to reduce this in-
efficiency through its hardware backoff.

Overall, for most cases, we expect that the linearization
cost will dominate since it is on the critical path of the lock
handoff; therefore, DeNovoSync/0 will perform better than
MESI for execution time and network traffic. An exception
is the case of long critical sections with multiple waiters,
where DeNovoSync0’s higher pre-linearization costs may or
may not be offset by its lower linearization cost.

6.1.2 Array Locks
To reduce synchronization overheads for highly contended
locks, array locks distribute synchronization points in space
so that cores wait on different locations (array entries) in
order. The linearization points are (1) a synchronization read
in the acquire loop indicating the lock for the given entry is
available, and (2) the release write of the next entry’s lock.
Linearization cost: Array locks allocate a unique memory
location for each acquiring core. Linearization involves set-
ting of this location by the releaser and reading of the new
value by the acquirer. For DeNovoSync/0, this is a simple
2 or 3 hop registration transfer for both the release and the
acquire. For MESI, the critical path is similar (there are no
excessive invalidations as for TATAS), but there are two sub-
tle effects. First, the transactions are slightly more complex;
e.g., the acquire involves a potential writeback to the direc-
tory and accompanying unblock messages for a blocking di-
rectory. Second, the successful acquire read is immediately
followed by a write to reset the same lock so it can be reused
in the next invocation. For DeNovoSync/0, this write is a hit
since the lock is already registered by the acquire, but MESI
needs to separately request ownership. This write latency for
MESI can be on the critical path if the critical section is too
small and the ensuing data accesses cannot overlap the la-
tency. In that case, the write latency will be visible as an
additional linearization cost for MESI. A read for ownership
transaction in MESI would eliminate that cost, but our sys-
tem does not implement such a transaction.
Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization includes spinning
on the unique lock entry for each waiter. Since there is only
one waiter per entry, both DeNovo and MESI spin on a
cached copy, with minimal overhead.

Overall, for array locks, we expect comparable perfor-
mance except for very small critical sections (where MESI
may be worse) and higher traffic for MESI due to its more
complex transactions and additional ownership request.

6.2 Non-Blocking Algorithms
It is common that non-blocking algorithms (1) linearize at
their final CAS instruction, and (2) perform relatively many
reads for equality checks to guarantee fast forward progress
until the linearization point (e.g., Figure 1).
Linearization cost: Non-blocking algorithms provide atom-
icity of concurrent operations by linearizing cores that
successfully execute the final CAS instruction. Similar to
TATAS locks, MESI adds significant invalidation overheads
for linearization cost with many competing cores, while De-
Novo requires only a single point-to-point communication.
Pre-linearization cost: Non-blocking algorithms tend to
have many repeated reads for equality checks on multiple



synchronization variables before the linearization point. In
this case where synchronization read-to-write ratio is high,
DeNovo with pessimistic reader-initiated self-invalidation is
likely to suffer from spurious read misses from R-R and
W-R registration transfer. While MESI can perform such
reads without any cost unless there is a true race, we expect
DeNovo to have high pre-linearization cost proportional to
the number of synchronization read accesses.

Overall, under relatively low contention, DeNovoSync/0
may offset its high pre-linearization cost with its lower lin-
earization cost compared to MESI. Under high contention,
DeNovoSync0 will likely see the negative impact of pre-
linearization cost while DeNovoSync can mitigate the im-
pact with hardware backoff.

6.3 Barriers
For barriers, separate linearization and pre-linearization
points can be defined for arrival and departure phases. Sig-
naling arrival (e.g., incrementing the arrived core counter
for centralized barriers or reversing and propagating par-
ent’s flag for tree barriers) and departure (e.g., reversing the
sense(s) and propagating the updated sense to waiting cores)
belongs to linearization, while pre-linearization includes un-
successful checks (synchronization reads) of sense/flags (in
a loop).
Linearization cost: For a centralized barrier, for arrival,
both MESI and DeNovo incur high linearization cost by se-
rializing cores incrementing the arrived core counter. MESI
with blocking directory may suffer from extra queuing and
messaging delays than DeNovo when the counter is severely
contended. On departure, the release of a centralized bar-
rier allows many readers to proceed. For MESI, this adds
invalidation related overheads to linearization cost similar to
TATAS locks. For DeNovo, we expect a potentially higher
cost because all the waiting readers incur serialized registra-
tions, adding to the critical path.

The linearization cost for both MESI and DeNovo is
lowered with tree barriers since these reduce the number
of threads synchronizing on a given location. Trees in tree
barriers can be configured with different width and depth,
depending on the number of child threads synchronized for
the same parent thread. Regardless of the tree structure, there
is only one reader and one writer for each node in the trees:
an owner thread for a given tree node and its parent thread.
For arrival, the owner thread updates its node (flag) and its
parent thread reads it to see if the thread has arrived and
vice versa for departure. Thus, the case of a distributed tree
barrier is similar to that of an array lock, and we expect
similar latency for both DeNovo and MESI.
Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization cost for barriers
comes from synchronization reads by cores waiting for their
flag to be reversed. Again, MESI efficiently spins from the
local cache. DeNovoSync/0 pays similar costs for distributed
tree barriers with only one reader per node. For scenarios
with a large number of readers (i.e., centralized barrier), De-
NovoSync0 sees a negative effect on network traffic through
ping-ponging registrations, while DeNovoSync partly miti-
gates this effect through the hardware backoff.

Overall, MESI and DeNovo perform comparably for dis-
tributed tree barriers, behaving similar to array-based locks.
DeNovo, however, can potentially suffer from higher pre-
linearization and linearization costs with worse performance
and traffic for centralized barriers. We note, however, that
centralized barriers with many readers and one writer con-
tending for a single variable is not a scalable synchronization
pattern regardless of the coherence protocol. For best abso-
lute performance, tree barriers with limited read sharing per
synchronization variable are preferred. DeNovoSync is ex-
pected to be comparable to MESI in both execution time and
traffic for such scalable barriers.

7. Results
We next validate our qualitative analysis by evaluating a va-
riety of synchronization kernels (Section 7.1) and applica-
tions (Section 7.2).

7.1 Results for Synchronization Kernels
Figure 3, 4, 5, and 6 show results for synchronization kernels
using TATAS locks, array locks, non-blocking algorithms,
and barriers respectively. In each figure, parts (a) and (b) re-
spectively show the execution time and network traffic for
MESI (denoted M), DeNovoSync0 (denoted DS0), and De-
NovoSync (denoted DS) protocols, all normalized to MESI,
for a 16 core system. Parts (c) and (d) show the analogous
data for a 64 core system. We measure time in cycles and
network traffic in terms of flit crossings across all network
links (i.e., a flit going over one network link constitutes one
unit of network traffic).

Parts (a) and (c) in each figure divide the execution time
into multiple components. The gray (non-synch) compo-
nent is the computation time spent between iterations of the
studied synchronization kernels. These non-synchronization
cycles are not affected by our techniques, but changing their
length may increase/decrease the contention level. The rest
of the components all represent the time spent strictly within
invocations of the synchronization kernels for computation
and memory accesses to data and synchronization variables
(as described in Section 5, most kernels are dominated by
synchronization accesses). These components consist of
compute time (1 cycle per instruction, not including soft-
ware backoff cycles), memory stall time for both synchro-
nization and data accesses inside the kernel, software back-
off time, hardware backoff time (only for DeNovoSync),
and barrier stall time. Barrier stall time measures the time
spent in the barrier at the end of the kernels for non-barrier
kernels, which can indicate possible load imbalance caused
by contention in synchronization methods. Note that a large
part of compute time is from spinning synchronization read
accesses (cache hits), so it can vary across protocols.

Parts (b) and (d) in each figure divide the network traffic
based on the message type. For MESI, we show load, store,
writeback, and invalidation (including ack) messages. For
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Figure 3: Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) locks based synchronization.
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Figure 4: Array locks based synchronization.
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Figure 5: Non-blocking algorithms.
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Figure 6: Barrier synchronization (UB = unbalanced computations).

DeNovo, we show data load, data store, synchronization
(load, store, and RMW), and writeback messages.3

7.1.1 Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) Locks
Figure 3 shows that across all synchronization kernels using
TATAS locks, DeNovoSync outperforms MESI in terms of
execution time (31% on average) and network traffic (42%
on average) for 16 and 64 cores.
MESI vs. DeNovoSync0: DeNovoSync0 outperforms MESI
on both systems except for large CS on 16 cores. The benefit
in execution time ranges from 20% to 36% (average 25%)
on 16 cores and an even higher 40% to 45% (average 41%)
on 64 cores. Based on the analysis in Section 6, this ben-

3 For MESI, our system does not explicitly identify loads and stores as
synchronization or data. We use fences to enforce ordering at the acquire
and release synchronization points. We therefore do not separate LD/ST
traffic into data and synchronization for MESI. For DeNovo, on the other
hand, such information was readily available and we report it here.

efit occurs because MESI incurs higher linearization cost
in the form of invalidation/ack latencies on the critical path
from lock release to the next successful acquire. For these
kernels, which have small critical sections, the linearization
cost dominates pre-linearization cost as explained in Sec-
tion 6. Further, this cost increases in larger systems when
more cores need to be invalidated, explaining the higher
benefit for 64 core systems. For the large CS kernel, on the
other hand, higher pre-linearization cost from false registra-
tion transfers makes DeNovoSync0 perform slightly (3%)
worse than MESI on 16 cores. On 64 cores, however, this
effect is mitigated by MESI’s higher linearization cost and
DeNovoSync0 shows 29% reduction in execution time.

DeNovoSync0 reduces network traffic by 35% on average
over MESI on 16 and 64 cores, except for large CS where it
suffers from high read miss rates as discussed above. The
main reasons for reduced traffic on DeNovo are: (1) lack
of invalidation/ack traffic (which contributes about 20% of



network traffic for MESI), and (2) per-word coherence gran-
ularity for DeNovo which allows sending only valid data.
The latter significantly reduces response traffic for synchro-
nization requests on DeNovo since most software pads lock
variables to avoid false sharing.
DeNovoSync0 vs. DeNovoSync: DeNovoSync is compara-
ble or better than DeNovoSync0 for all TATAS-based ker-
nels on 16 and 64 cores (average 5% and 13% lower execu-
tion time and 14% and 16% lower network traffic). The ben-
efit comes from delaying unnecessary synchronization read
registrations, improving both network traffic and execution
time through reduced contention.
Impact of lock padding: We ran all TATAS kernels with-
out lock padding and found that most showed worse per-
formance for MESI than the original versions due to false
sharing. However, performance gaps between MESI and De-
NovoSync/0 are also reduced by removing the padding be-
cause DeNovo has to issue more read/write requests sepa-
rately for locks and data in the same cache line.
Impact of software backoff: We conducted a sensitivity
study to see the impact of software backoff on TATAS-based
kernels. We ran the kernels with exponential software back-
off in the range of [128,2048) cycles. We found that the per-
formance gap between DeNovoSync0 and MESI increased
significantly (up to 70% on 64 cores), relative to kernels
without software backoff. Similar to hardware backoff, soft-
ware backoff also separates failed synchronization read ac-
cesses. As a result, it reduces read misses from false races
for DeNovoSync/0. On the other hand, its does not affect in-
validation latency for MESI, which is the largest source of
memory stall time in these kernels.

7.1.2 Array Locks
Figure 4 shows that for array lock based kernels, DeN-
ovoSync0 and DeNovoSync show similar performance and
traffic. As analyzed in Section 6, the single-reader design of
array locks does not generate spurious registrations and does
not benefit from DeNovoSync’s backoff.

Compared to MESI, DeNovoSync/0 provides compara-
ble or (up to 24%) better performance except for heap and
reduces network traffic by 64% on average. As discussed
in Section 6, for the most part, synchronization related pre-
linearization and linearization costs for MESI and DeNovo
are largely similar except for subtle effects; e.g., DeNovo
saves one write miss whose latency may or may not be over-
lapped in MESI, depending on the critical section length.
Based on detailed analysis of our experiments, we find that
the overall performance of array lock kernels is therefore
sensitive to the nature of the critical section computation.

Four of the six kernels (all except large CS and heap)
have very small critical sections; therefore, the additional
write miss for MESI adversely impacts performance, giv-
ing DeNovo an advantage. Large CS has a large critical sec-
tion, which removes this advantage, and both MESI and De-
Novo see comparable performance. Heap also has a high
number of data accesses, but their unpredictability makes
DeNovo suffer from conservative region-based static self-
invalidations as follows. Heap re-balances its tree as entries

are inserted/deleted, requiring a data-dependent traversal of
the tree nodes. Without a priori knowledge of which nodes
have been previously updated, DeNovo conservatively self-
invalidates all nodes, resulting in unnecessary data misses as
well as increasing synchronization wait times for subsequent
acquirers. DeNovo therefore performs 6% and 7% worse
than MESI on 16 and 64 cores respectively. This can be
remedied using dynamic hardware signatures to more pre-
cisely determine what data to invalidate as in [35], but is
orthogonal to the synchronization focus of this work.

Finally, DeNovo’s traffic savings are for the same reasons
as for the TATAS locks and saved write misses.

7.1.3 Non-Blocking Algorithms
Figure 5 shows that the non-blocking data structures exhibit
varying performance depending on their access patterns and
system contention. On 16 cores, both DeNovoSync0 and De-
NovoSync perform comparably or better than MESI (aver-
age of 14% better execution time and 60% better traffic). On
64 cores, DeNovoSync outperforms MESI (by an average of
28% for execution time and 54% for traffic). DeNovoSync0,
however, often does worse than MESI on 64 cores; e.g., up
to 60% worse execution time.
MESI vs. DeNovoSync0: As discussed in Section 6, DeN-
ovoSync0 suffers from high pre-linearization cost caused by
unnecessary registration transfers for many synchronization
reads on multiple variables. On 16 cores, this cost is offset
by MESI’s higher linearization cost (due to invalidations).
Thus, all kernels show comparable or better performance
and network traffic for DeNovoSync0. With increased num-
ber of cores, threads experience more failed equality checks
before reaching the linearization point, and DeNovoSync0 is
likely to suffer from increased unnecessary read registrations
and misses due to interference from remote synchronization
reads. For 3 of the 6 non-blocking kernels, DeNovoSync0
therefore performs worse than MESI by 28% on average on
64 cores.
DeNovoSync0 vs. DeNovoSync: Under low contention and
with software backoff delay, DeNovoSync’s hardware back-
off does not provide visible performance boost over DeN-
ovoSync0 (2% better on average for 16 cores). On the other
hand, as contention increases on 64 cores, DeNovoSync per-
forms much better than DeNovoSync0 (by 30% and 41%
on average for execution time and network traffic respec-
tively). Figure 5 shows that the improved performance di-
rectly comes from replacing memory stall time with smaller
hardware backoff cycles.
Software Modifications: We observed that many non-
blocking algorithms are designed to perform well on sys-
tems with a writer-initiated invalidation protocol. Since a
core can spin on a cached copy on such systems, most non-
blocking algorithms have repeated equality checks com-
paring a shared variable’s current value and a core’s local
snapshot. These checks help non-blocking algorithms make
faster progress on a failed attempt. The same checks do more
harm than good for reader-initiated invalidation protocols
like DeNovo. If synchronization reads occur much more fre-
quently than writes in a synchronization loop, read registra-



tion requests will end up ping-ponging registration between
readers, forcing them to miss even if shared variables are
not updated at all. Since many equality checks exist only
for performance but not for correctness, removing/adding
some checks is safe. In our experiments, we modified Her-
lihy stack and Herlihy heap from [29] to reduce the number
of such checks (these kernels had the most equality checks
among those we tested).

We saw that the modifications significantly shortened ex-
ecution time for both MESI and DeNovo, but DeNovoSync
saw much higher improvement than MESI, with 41% and
79% lower execution time on average on 16 and 64 cores
compared to the unmodified version. Network traffic also re-
duced by up to 78% on 64 cores. Studying how implemen-
tation details of synchronization algorithms may affect their
behaviors on different coherence protocols is an interesting
future research direction.

7.1.4 Barriers
Figure 6 shows that DeNovo performs comparably or better
than MESI for the barrier kernels studied on 16 and 64 cores
except for centralized barrier with highly unbalanced com-
putations (denoted UB) on 64 cores. For network traffic, the
DeNovo protocols are better (67% on average) than MESI
for the tree barriers, but much worse for the centralized bar-
rier.

As discussed in Section 6, since the tree barriers ex-
hibit a single producer and single consumer scenario for
the linearization synchronization variable, all protocols be-
have similarly for execution time. DeNovoSync/0 sees much
lower traffic for reasons similar to other kernels above.

For centralized barriers, MESI has higher linearization
cost during arrival than DeNovo while DeNovo has higher
linearization cost during departure, as discussed in Section 6.
With load balanced computations, these effects offset each
other and the execution times for all protocols are com-
parable. In case of higher load imbalance, however, DeN-
ovo suffers from even more read registrations (and higher
pre-linearization cost) than the load-balanced case, delaying
the linearization point. As a result, DeNovoSync/0 performs
worse than MESI by 9% and 14% on 16 and 64 cores respec-
tively. The excessive registrations in the pre-linearization
and linearization phases for DeNovo result in high traffic in
both load-balanced and imbalanced cases.

Nevertheless, comparing absolute performance of cen-
tralized and tree barriers, we confirmed that tree barriers
are better for both our 16 and 64 core systems. Our results
thus show that as long as designed in a distributed and scal-
able fashion, DeNovo can provide reasonable performance
even for barrier synchronization (and more generally, condi-
tional synchronization) where the synchronization accesses
are mostly reads.

7.2 Results for Applications
Figure 7 shows execution time and network traffic for 13
benchmarks (ferret and x264 on 16 cores, others on 64 cores)
on MESI (denoted M) and DeNovoSync (denoted DS), nor-
malized to MESI. The components for each bar are as for

the synchronization kernels except that there is no separa-
tion of non-synchronization time. We see that DeNovoSync
provides comparable execution time to MESI (4% better on
average) – it is noticeably better for LU, water, ocean, and
ferret (up to 36% better), but 7% worse for fluidanimate.
For network traffic, DeNovoSync is 24% better than MESI
on average for all benchmarks. We next discuss the appli-
cations in more detail, classified by the synchronization pat-
terns they include.

Barrier-only: FFT, LU, blackscholes, swaptions, and
radix use only barrier synchronization (with tree barriers).
For execution time, as expected, DeNovoSync is compara-
ble to MESI. It provides a slight advantage for LU since
LU exhibits data false sharing with MESI (which DeNovo
avoids due to word-level coherence [10]). DeNovoSync sig-
nificantly reduces network traffic because it does not incur
invalidations, load responses do not contain invalid parts of
the cache line, and stores involve only registration [10].

Barriers and locks: Bodytrack, barnes, water, ocean, and
fluidanimate use both barriers and locks. Except for fluidan-
imate, DeNovoSync shows comparable or (up to 30%) bet-
ter execution time than MESI for these applications. For flu-
idanimate, DeNovoSync is 7% worse because of the use of
static self-invalidations for shared data protected by critical
sections. Self-invalidating all data in writeable regions at ev-
ery lock acquire results in unnecessary invalidation of valid
data for this application. As discussed in the previous section
for array-based lock heap in Section 7.1.2, we can reduce
unnecessary read misses with more dynamic solutions. De-
NovoSync shows substantial savings in network traffic for
these applications as expected.

Non-blocking synchronization: canneal is a unique bench-
mark that synchronizes shared pointers in an aggressive
lock-free loop with CAS instructions. Unlike other applica-
tions, synchronization forms a large fraction of the memory
accesses in canneal. Again, DeNovoSync shows comparable
execution time and reduced network traffic relative to MESI.

Pipeline parallelism: ferret and x264 use pipeline paral-
lelism, a parallel pattern that has not been previously eval-
uated for DeNovo. Again, relative to MESI, DeNovoSync
shows comparable or better (by 5% for ferret) execution
time, with an average network traffic reduction of 29%.

Overall, DeNovoSync efficiently supports a variety of ap-
plications, without restrictions on synchronization patterns.

8. Related Work
There has been a vast body of work on software-driven co-
herence protocols and various shared-memory optimizations
that inspired the DeNovo system [16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 30, 31,
38]. This section focuses mainly on closely related work in
efficiently supporting synchronization mechanisms.

Research in software distributed shared-memory (DSM)
proposed several software techniques to provide an illusion
of a consistent global address space for DSMs [5, 16, 18].
The work focused mainly on consistency for data accesses,
and assumed explicit and customized software interfaces
for a limited set of synchronization patterns. DeNovoSync
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Figure 7: Execution time and network traffic for MESI and DeNovoSync for applications.

aims to provide integrated hardware coherence solutions for
synchronization and data accesses on tightly-coupled multi-
cores, and supports arbitrary synchronization.

VIPS-M [32], a recent version of SARC [17], proposed a
protocol somewhat similar to DeNovo. It uses private/shared
information about data to perform self-invalidations and
eliminates the directory by performing write-through at syn-
chronization points. The work also implemented a write-
through protocol for synchronization accesses, but claimed
that delaying the completion of such a write-through helps
reducing spinning by other cores, which is similar to delay-
ing of QOLB attempts in [31]. However, VIPS-M is not clear
about how it efficiently deals with synchronization algo-
rithms with multiple synchronization variables and frequent
reads to them such as with non-blocking algorithms consid-
ered here. If many variables cause delayed write-through,
they may interfere with each others’ progress causing de-
graded synchronization latency. DeNovoSync, on the other
hand, supports arbitrary synchronization, including non-
blocking algorithms, through a novel combination of syn-
chronization read registration and hardware backoff.

Dir1SW [15] proposes a simplified directory protocol that
adds little complexity to message-passing hardware by us-
ing software traps, but efficiently supports programs writ-
ten within the CICO model [23]. Dir1SW supports syn-
chronization accesses separately from data accesses with
non-cacheable pages, since they do not fit with the CICO
model, ruining performance. DeNovoSync allows both data
and synchronization accesses to be cached locally and main-
tained by coherence protocols.

More recently, TSO-CC [11] proposed a self-invalidation
based coherence protocol for the TSO memory model. It
leverages relaxed write-to-read ordering in TSO to intro-
duce lazy self-invalidations for reads and eliminate sharers
and invalidation traffic for writes. However, without distinc-
tion between data and synchronization accesses, every read
miss has to self-invalidate all shared cache lines in private
caches to guarantee read-to-read ordering. To avoid cache-
wide flushes, TSO-CC introduces many additional hardware
mechanisms such as timestamps and epoch tables and com-
plicated logic to maintain them.

Read-for-Ownership has been explored as an optimiza-
tion for reducing write misses on synchronization accesses.
[31] explores how Queue-On-a-Lock-Bit (QOLB), a hard-
ware distributed lock mechanism, can be applied to individ-
ual synchronization accesses. While they propose a range of
solutions with different trade-off, Read-for-Ownership was
dismissed as it is expected to generate spurious read misses.

We show that for many synchronization algorithms, a judi-
cious use of RFO can be a simple yet effective solution.

It is worthwhile to note that many of the above and other
related work assume that data and non-data (synchroniza-
tion) accesses are distinguished and provide different solu-
tions for these two classes. To our knowledge, no previous
writer-invalidation-free system has supported arbitrary syn-
chronization with cacheable synchronization variables. We
expect that the ideas underlying DeNovoSync for synchro-
nization can also be adapted to other writer-invalidation-free
systems to improve the efficiency and generality of their sup-
ported synchronization mechanisms.

9. Conclusion
The DeNovo system has shown that hardware coherence for
data accesses can be made much simpler and more efficient
by leveraging software information and properties like data-
race-freedom. However, adding support for races on a proto-
col driven by race-free software could potentially undermine
all the benefits of the existing systems. This paper showed
that leveraging access patterns of synchronization opera-
tions can help design a simple yet flexible mechanism that
can support the coherence and consistency requirements of
synchronization accesses. While the simple “single-reader”
approach proposed for DeNovoSync0 may suffer from con-
servative invalidations and traffic under high contention,
delaying these reads with a contention-dependent backoff
as in DeNovoSync can improve performance significantly.
We compared our new protocols with the state-of-the-art
MESI on several synchronization constructs including those
for challenging non-blocking data structures. We found our
technique to be quite competitive and in many cases much
better. For future work, we would like to integrate more dy-
namic signature-based coherence support for data accesses
with DeNovoSync, reaching towards a comprehensive co-
herence solution. Studying protocol-aware synchronization
design further and exploring the potential for applying De-
NovoSync to other writer-invalidation free systems are also
promising future work directions.
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